This paper reports on the PAN 2014 evaluation lab which hosts three shared tasks on plagiarism detection, author identification, and author profiling. To improve the reproducibility of shared tasks in general, and PAN's tasks in particular, the Webis group developed a new web service called TIRA, which facilitates software submissions. Unlike many other labs, PAN asks participants to submit running softwares instead of their run output. To deal with the organizational overhead involved in handling software submissions, the TIRA experimentation platform helps to significantly reduce the workload for both participants and organizers, whereas the submitted softwares are kept in a running state. This year, we addressed the matter of responsibility of successful execution of submitted softwares in order to put participants back in charge of executing their software at our site. In sum, 57 softwares have been submitted to our lab; together with the 58 software submissions of last year, this forms the largest collection of softwares for our three tasks to date, all of which are readily available for further analysis. The report concludes with a brief summary of each task.
Introduction
The term "shared task" refers to computer science events that invite researchers and practitioners to work on a specific problem of interest, the task. 1 The goals of a shared task may be threefold: (1) to foster the development of new theories and approaches at solving the task, (2) to implement a suited software, and (3) to evaluate the currently achievable performance. A shared task gives rise to a controlled laboratory experiment where contesting softwares are the test subjects. Within the experiment a possibly large number of problem instances of the task have to be solved, whereas the solutions of the competing softwares are compared to the true solutions. If the problem instances are representative of the population of (real-world) problem instances, the achieved performance of a software allows for judging its merits with regard to being applied in practice, as well as the validity of its underlying approach. 91  97  01  05  09  11  13  15  85  99  07  93  95  03  87  89   1990  1995  2005  2010  2000  2015 Though shared tasks have a long tradition in computer science, only little is written about them. Open questions include: What are best practices to set-up a shared task? How to measure its success? What determines its success? As a step towards answering these and related questions, we have compiled an overview of well-known shared tasks in the Human Language Technologies, which is depicted in Figure 1 .
Contrasting Shared Tasks by Submission Type
Our review of shared tasks in the human language technologies reveals that such tasks have been unanimously organized in the same way. Task organizers prepare a corpus comprising problem instances, where parts of the corpus are published as training data (including the ground truth) and test data (without the ground truth) respectively. Task participants develop software that solves the task based on the training data and finally run their software on the test data. Within most shared tasks, the output of this final software run (usually called a run, for short) is submitted to the organizers. The organizers, in turn, evaluate the submitted runs using previously announced performance measures against the ground truth of the problem instances in the test data set.
To reach higher levels of automation and reproducibility, participants may submit their executable software, this way enabling the organizers to generate runs by themselves. This approach, which we call "managed software submission," entails a lot of communication overhead and other problems, caused by the fact that now the organizing site becomes part of the software test cycle. These disadvantages are addressed by a third kind of submission type, here called "participant-in-charge software submission," Software (and what may be submitted by participants) Figure 2 . From top to bottom: Task organizers develop a corpus from which certain parts are published to participants. The participants in turn develop softwares from which certain parts are submitted. The extent of what is published/submitted defines the submission type: run submission, managed software submission, or participant-in-charge software submission. The last submission type enables participants to submit, execute, and optimize their softwares, using an experiment platform (such as TIRA) provided at the organizer's site, whereas the experiment platform manages a software's access to the test data set.
where a fully-fledged experiment platform is provided at the organizer's site for each participant. Though this approach is technically the most advanced, it comes along with appealing advantages: the softwares can be tested and optimized by the participants, as well as accessed, run, and archived for documentation and re-run purposes by the organizers. See Figure 2 for an illustration of the three submission types.
Related Work
The human language technologies were at the forefront of organizing shared tasks, with early initiatives dating back to the 1980's. Figure 1 places each initiative on a time line according to its primary research focus. Note that today's most established evaluation campaigns, CLEF, CONLL, INEX, NTCIR, TREC, and TRECVid, run successfully for over ten years now, each of them hosting up to dozens of specific shared tasks. The value that shared tasks provide for their respective research fields has been pointed out by Chapman et al. [7] . Most notably, shared tasks push the standardization of evaluation metrics and data formats, provide annotated data sets and benchmarks, foster the cooperation between academia and industry, and constitute a well defined entry point and forum for getting involved in a particular research field. The scientific impact of shared tasks has been attested by Tsikrika et al. [63] , who analyzed the citation graph of CLEF publications. Despite their general acceptance, there are also critical voices concerning shared tasks [4, 56, 57] . The general argument brought forward is that shared tasks turn research fields with a great diversity of streams and ideas into a single, oversimplified task, with fixed inputs and gold-standard outputs, and a single automatic performance metric. In addition, repeated shared tasks bear the risk that the developed approaches converge on the approach that showed most success in previous evaluations. Moreover, Potthast et al. [44] observe that participant do not necessary improve upon the performance of their first approach when they participate repeatedly. Given these concerns, the question is which factors influence the success or failure of shared tasks in pushing forward a research field. To the best of our knowledge, this question has not been answered, yet, within a rigorous scientific evaluation.
Contributions
This paper reports on the latest results of our efforts to improve the reproducibility of shared tasks in general, and that of PAN's three shared tasks in particular, namely plagiarism detection, author identification, and author profiling. We introduce the TIRA experimentation platform as a web service for shared tasks: it implements a participantin-charge software submission platform that hands the responsibility of successful software execution back to participants. This way, inviting software submissions for a shared task becomes significantly less cumbersome, and, given further development, it may reduce the work overhead to a point at which inviting software submission may become as straightforward as inviting run submissions has been previously. All of the above has not been developed haphazardly, but the development process was tightly integrated with PAN over the past years, using our lab as a beta testing platform for our developments. While first plans for TIRA have been discussed long ago, at PAN 2012 we first invited managed software submissions for one of PAN's shared tasks. Based on this experience, developments commenced which allowed us to scale managed software submissions to all three of PAN's recurring shared tasks in 2013, whereas this year marks the introduction of participant-in-charge software submissions based on the TIRA web service. This way, we can not only claim to have developed the first participant-in-charge software submission platform, but also that this platform is battle-tested based on handling three demanding shared tasks with more than 100 software submissions in total since 2012.
TIRA: A Web Service for Shared Tasks
This section reports on our efforts to minimize the organizational overhead of software submissions and the ongoing development of the TIRA experimentation platform [14, 15] . For three years in a row, our lab has invited software submissions, and for the second time, this was done for all shared tasks. This year, 57 softwares have been submitted to our three tasks all of which were handled using TIRA. In previous work we identified challenges that handling software submissions at scale entail [13] : (1) development environment diversity, (2) untrusted software execution, (3) data leakage, (4) error handling, (5) execution responsibility, and (6) execution cost. Until last year, the first three challenges have been our primary concern, while the focus of this year is on the two challenges of error handling and execution responsibility. Our longterm goal is to make inviting software submissions for shared tasks as simple as inviting run submissions, avoiding the deficiencies of the latter while adding the benefits of the former. All of these efforts are consolidated by developing TIRA's evaluation tools that facilitate software submissions and shared tasks in general. For the first time, we provide public access to these tools via a new web front end. 2 
Software Submissions: Who is Responsible for their Successful Execution?
A major obstacle to a widespread adoption of managed software submissions in shared tasks is the shift of responsibility for a successful software execution. Submitted software is not necessarily free of errors-even more, experience shows that the majority of the participants submit their software prematurely, yet, being convinced from its flawlessness. This fact lets organizers unwillingly become part of the debugging process of each participant's software, whereas the turnaround time to find and fix errors increases severely, especially when both parties are not working simultaneously (i.e., reside in different time zones). Failure on the part of organizers to run a submitted software, to check its output for errors of any kind (e.g., not every execution error results in a crash), and to give participants feedback in a timely manner may cause participants to miss submission deadlines. The risk of this happening is increased by the fact that many participants start working only just in time before a deadline, so that organizers have to handle all submissions at the same time. Besides, prolonged back-and-forth between participants and organizers cause by software errors bears a high potential for friction. As a result, organizers may come to the conclusion they have little to gain but trouble, whereas the benefits of software submissions, such as reproducibility, may be considered insufficient payback.
In previous years, we experienced the following with managed software submissions [13] : to get the 58 softwares submitted in 2013 running for evaluation, 1493 mails had to be exchanged in order to fix runtime errors. It must be noted, though, that we were working hand-in-hand with participants, and that, surprisingly, most participants were not at all disgruntled by having to revisit their software over and over again to fix errors. While our previous versions of TIRA have helped us to manage software submissions in an organized manner, our goal now is to put participants back in charge of their own software (see Figure 2 ). Therefore, we develop user interfaces for TIRA, which allow participants to remotely control software execution and to collect runtime feedback, thus eliminating the need for organizers to intervene in fixing software execution errors. Figure 3 illustrates the interfaces provided to both parties.
In what follows, both the user interfaces and the workflow of participants and organizers to complete a shared task are described in detail.
Life of a Participant
From the perspective of a participant (Alice, in the following), a software submission via TIRA happens within three basic steps: first, deployment of the software to a given virtual machine, second, configuration of the software for remote execution, and third, remote execution of the software on the available training and test data. The interfaces on the left side of Figure 3 are used for this purpose, whereas the latter two steps are accomplished via TIRA's new web interface. The web interface marks an important step forward in terms of putting Alice in charge of deploying her software: it ensures that Alice neither gains direct access to the test data nor to the ground truth of a shared task, but it still allows her to evaluate her software and to obtain filtered runtime feedback. In this regard, TIRA serves as a remote control for evaluation.
TIRA encapsulates Alice's software in a virtual machine that is set up once she registers for a shared task. As depicted in Figure 3 , Alice has two ways to access her virtual machine, namely a remote desktop connection and an SSH connection. Alice retains full administrative rights inside her virtual machine, so that she can set up her preferred development environment and deploy her software. To prevent misuse, virtual machines are not allowed to communicate with each other, and, their outgoing bandwidth is limited. By default, virtual machines have only restricted access to TIRA's database, so that only the training data of each task can be read. Once a software has been successfully deployed and tested manually, participants use TIRA's web interface to complete the second and third step outlined above.
For each participant of a shared task, TIRA serves a remote control page for the respective virtual machine, the deployed software, and the software runs. After signing in with her account for the first time, Alice can configure the execution details of her software. Figure 4 shows Alice's software control page in a state after completed configuration and a few successfully executed runs. The software control page is divided into four panels:
Virtual Machine Overview of the virtual machine, including information about the operating system, RAM, CPUs, its running state, VM host, and connectivity. The virtual machine can be turned off at the click of a button either by sending a shutdown signal to the operating system, or by powering it off. Clicking "Add Software" creates a new software panel. Alice may deploy an arbitrary number of softwares for the shared task onto her virtual machine, e.g., to compare different paradigms or variants of an approach at solving the task. Each software can be configured individually on the software control page. Software 1 Configuration of a software that has been previously deployed on the virtual machine. The software must be executable as a POSIX-conform command line. Mandatory parameters can be defined by organizers of the shared task. In this case, they include variables for input data and the output directory, and optionally for an input run (i.e., a previous run of one of Alice's softwares). If necessary, the working directory in which the program shall be executed can be specified. Alice may adjust an existing software configuration and save its state, she may delete it, or she may proceed to execute the software. Note that if Alice deletes a software it is not actually deleted on the server, but only hidden from view; rationale for this is to allow organizers to reconstruct Alice's actions for reasons of cheating prevention. The runs obtained from running a software are listed in the "Runs" panel. Evaluation Run an evaluation software on a given run. This is a special type of software provided by task organizers which processes an input run and outputs the results of the task's performance measures. Once Alice has finished her first successful run on a given input data, she uses this panel to evaluate it. The runs obtained from an evaluation software are also listed in the "Runs" panel. Runs List of runs that have been obtained either from running a software or from running an evaluation. The table lists run details including software, timestamp (which also serves as run ID), input data, input run, runtime, size on disk, and further actions that can be taken. The colorization indicates a run's status with regard to being successful, where red indicates severe errors, yellow indicates warnings, green indicates complete success, and white indicates that the run has not yet been reviewed. Runs are checked automatically for validity with the shared task's expected output format, and they may be reviewed manually by organizers. Actions that can be taken on each run include viewing more details (the blue i-icon), downloading it (the black arrow down), and deleting it (the red x). It is here where Alice first encounters the limitations that TIRA imposes for runs on test data sets: all test data sets are by default hidden from participants, which is why all possible communication channels about test data must be filtered or closed as well. Therefore, TIRA prevents Alice from downloading runs on test data sets (the download action shown grayed is inactive) to foreclose that a malicious software outputs the data itself instead of output that is valid for a given shared task.
The software control page does not display all of the aforementioned panels immediately, but only after Alice has completed the necessary steps. At first, it only shows the virtual machine panel; then, once Alice clicks on "Add Software", a software panel appears; and finally, once Alice runs her software for the first time, the evaluation panel and the runs panel are added after the run is completed. While a software is running, the software control page is replaced with the software progress monitoring page which is divided into two panels, as exemplified in Figure 5 :
Virtual Machine Just as on the software control page, the virtual machine panel shows the current state of Alice's virtual machine while the software is running. Before a software is started, the virtual machine is moved into a so-called sandbox: the machine is disconnected from the Internet so that no outside connections are possible, a snapshot is taken to save the machine's state before the software is executed, and, the input data is mounted read-only into the virtual machine as a shared folder. This sandbox state is indicated to Alice in the corresponding list entry as well as by the connectivity flags. Only if a machine has been successfully moved into the sandbox, the software is executed. While a software is running, the buttons to add a software configuration panel as well as those to shutdown or power off the virtual machine are deactivated so that the running software is not interrupted accidentally. After the software terminates, the output is stored in TIRA's database as a run, and the virtual machine is automatically moved out of the sandbox: the input data is unmounted, the virtual machine is restored to the state of the snapshot that was taken just before it was moved into the sandbox, and then it is reconnected to the Internet. Restoring the virtual machine to the snapshot taken ensures that no information about the input data remains in the virtual machine, be it in cache, in temporary files, or in purposefully hidden files. Disconnecting the virtual machine from the Internet while a software is executed ensures that no data can be sent to an unauthorized third party. Software Running Overview of a running software, including the software's ID, the executed command, the parameters, the run ID, and the running state. Moreover, the current runtime, the time of the last write access to the output directory, the currently used RAM, and the CPU load are displayed and updated periodically. This way, Alice has a way of making sure her software is still working. If, for any reason, Alice wishes to kill her software before it terminates by itself, she may click on the "Kill" button. Before the software is killed, its output up to this point is stored in TIRA's data base as an incomplete run for later inspection.
After her run has completed and the virtual machine has been moved out of the sandbox, Alice's browser shows the software control page again as in Figure 4 . The new run appears in the runs table. To make sure the run was successful, Alice clicks on the i-icon which redirects her to a run details page for the run in question, as shown in Figure 6a . The details shown about a run are as follows:
Overview Details about the run, including the software that was used, the run ID, parameters, whether the run can be downloaded, runtime details, its size, and the numbers of lines, files, and directories found. Whether the run can be downloaded depends on whether the input data was a test data set or not. As outlined above, runs on test data sets, by default, cannot be downloaded to foreclose data leakage.
Besides the runtime, more in-depth runtime details are given, so that Alice can judge whether her software made good use of the hardware available to the virtual machine. For example, if she finds there are many page faults or even swaps, this indicates the software uses too much memory. The size and numbers of lines, files, and directories provide quantitative feedback to quickly verify output sanity, whereas it depends on the task which of these values is most illuminating. Review Review of this run provided by both automatic validation and organizers. In Alice's case, an organizer reviewed the displayed run and found that it does not contain any obvious errors. In case of errors, explanations are displayed here that give insight into their nature and severity. Stdout Standard output stream (stdout) which was recorded when executing the software. If Alice's software outputs information to stdout, it will be displayed here. However, in the case of runs on test data sets, the amount of information that is displayed can be limited. In the example, the limit is the 100 last chars of the stdout text. This limitation shall prevent Alice from outputting problem instances to stdout in order to inspect them. This communication channel can be closed entirely on a per-data set basis, for example, if confidential data has to be handled. Stderr Standard error output stream (stderr) which was recorded when executing the software. While nothing was recorded in the example, the same filtering is applied as for the stdout stream. File List Directory tree which displays file names and their sizes found in the run. Alice may use this information to determine whether her run has output all the files and directories that are expected, and whether their names and organization are correct. The run details page shall provide Alice with the information necessary to determine whether her remote software execution was successful. Unless the software has been executed on a test data set, Alice may also download the run for local inspection. If she is satisfied with the run, she may proceed to evaluate it using the evaluation software. The resulting evaluation can again be inspected just like before, whereas the corresponding run details page lists the information pertaining to the evaluation software's run when receiving Alice's software run as input. Figure 6b shows an excerpt of an evaluation run details page that Alice will see. The evaluation software typically prints the evaluation results directly to stdout, however, in case the evaluated software run was on a test data set, the results are blinded by default (i.e., the performance values are replaced by "XXX"). Our rationale for blinding the evaluation results is twofold:
(1) participants of shared tasks are not supposed to see their software's performances before the task organizers decide to publish them, and, (2) participants are not supposed to optimize their software against the test data, for example, by means of trial and error. This way, the decision of when, if, and how the evaluation results of a given shared task are released is at the full discretion of its organizers. Moreover, just as with filtering stdout and stderr output, the organizers may adjust blinding on a per-data set basis.
After completing her evaluation run, Alice is done; she has submitted her software to the virtual machine, made sure it works to the specifications of the shared task by running it on the available data sets and inspecting the runs for errors, and finally executed the evaluation software on her previous software runs. While Alice can now relax, it is time for the organizers of the shared task to get busy.
Life of an Organizer
From the perspective of an organizer (Bob, for example), using TIRA to manage software submissions for a shared task can be done in three simple steps: first, configuration of the shared task in TIRA; second, supervision of participant progress; and third, compilation and publication of the task's evaluation results. The interfaces on the right side of Figure 3 are used for this purpose. The configuration of a shared task in TIRA is done in a text-based configuration file. Configurable aspects include the data sets and their privacy settings as outlined in the previous section, the evaluation softwares, the command line parameters required for submitted softwares, and various messages displayed on task-specific web pages. The web interface for task configuration basically displays the configuration file as is and allows for editing it; we omit a screenshot for brevity.
In terms of supervising his shared task while it is underway, Bob has three interfaces at his disposal, an overview of participants who have started to work on the shared task, an overview of runs of each participant, and the run details of each participant's runs:
Task Participants (Figure 7a ) Overview of participants who have configured at least one software for Bob's shared task on their software control page, including their user name, signed in status, numbers of softwares that are configured, deleted, and running, and, numbers of runs that are finished, reviewed, and unreviewed. These figures give Bob an idea of whether the participants of his task are actively engaged, but it also hints problems that may require Bob's attention. The number of deleted (a) Overview of a task's participants.
(b) Overview of a participant's runs. softwares may indicate that a participant has trouble setting herself up. In the case of Alice, six of seven softwares have been deleted, so that it may be the case that Alice had some trouble getting the software configuration right. In the case of Carol, Bob observes that her software has been running for more than six days straight, which may be an indication that the software is not working as anticipated, given that the expected runtime of a software for Bob's shared task is a lot lower. Bob may contact the respective participants and offer his help. Moreover, the number of unreviewed runs indicates that some runs have not yet been checked for errors by an organizer. To do so, Bob clicks on the review action (the blue eye-icon in the Actions column) to review all of Alice's runs; he is redirected to the participant runs page described next. Participant Runs (Figure 7b ) Overview of a participant's runs on a per-data set basis, including the software that was used, run ID, input run, size, numbers of lines, files, and directories, and whether a run has been reviewed. for a given data set. Unlike Alice, Bob has access to all of Alice's runs including those that have been deleted by Alice. The deleted runs are annotated with the superscript "DEL." Moreover, since Bob is task organizer, there are no restrictions with regard to downloading runs. To review the outstanding unreviewed run, Bob clicks again on the corresponding review action and is redirected to the run details page described next. Run details (Figure 8) The run details page corresponds to that which Alice can access. It displays the same information about the run, but there are four differences.
(1) it offers a review form in which Bob can enter his review, (2) the standard output streams are not filtered, (3) the output of evaluation softwares is not blinded, and (4) the button to download the run is always activated. Based on the complete information about the run, Bob can easily review it, which usually takes only a couple of seconds. Bob's review consists of checking for common errors, such as missing output, extra output, output validity, as well as error messages that have been printed to either standard output stream. These are the common errors that have been observed to occur frequently in previous years [13] , whereas Bob has the opportunity to write a short comment about uncommon errors he observes. Bob can supply run verification software for his task that checks runs automatically, however, at least for runs that will be used for the final evaluation results of a shared task, a quick review should be done to foreclose unforeseen errors. This reduces Bob's responsibility for the successful evaluation of Alice's software to a level similar to shared tasks that invite run submissions.
The supervision duties of task organizers cannot be entirely avoided. In shared tasks that invite run submission, the organizers usually do not have to intervene until after the submission deadline. Only then, they learn how many participants actually submit a run and how many of the submitted runs are valid as to the specifications of the shared task. In the extreme case, it is only after the run submission deadline, when actual examples of runs on test data sets are available, that the organizers realize that parts of the data set or the run formats are unfit for their evaluation goals. With software submissions based on TIRA, these risks can be minimized since organizers have a chance to observe early bird participants and make adjustments as the shared task progresses. An added benefit of supervising a shared task using TIRA is that organizers learn early on how many participants actually work toward making a submission to the task, whereas with run submissions, the success or failure of a shared task in terms of number of participants will only become apparent after the run submission deadline. If Bob were to observe that only few participants start using TIRA, he may react by engaging with those who registered but did not start, yet, or by advertising the task some more in the community.
Once the submission deadline passed, and all participants successfully evaluated their runs on the test data sets of Bob's shared task, he proceeds to reviewing the performances and publishing the results. For this purpose, TIRA has an overview of all evaluation runs on a per-data set basis (see Figure 9a ):
Evaluations Results Overview of evaluation runs and the performance results obtained, including user name, software, ID of the evaluation run, ID of the software run that served as input to the evaluation run, and performance values, dependent (a) Overview of a task's evaluation results for organizers.
(b) Overview of a task's published evaluation results. on the measures computed by a given evaluation software. The colorization of the table cells for both run IDs corresponds to that of the run reviews mentioned above. This helps Bob to decide which are successful evaluations. All evaluation runs of all participants on a given data set are listed, including deleted runs. For example, there are multiple runs for participant Dan and Sybil. Bob gets to decide which of their runs are going to be published; there are a number of reasonable decision rules in this situation: (1) all of them (2) the chronologically first or last successful run, (3) the run chosen by the respective participant, or (4) the best performing run according to a given performance measure. While the decision rule that is applied can be chosen by Bob, it is currently not enforced automatically. In the Actions column, there are two publishing options, namely publication of evaluation results to the public evaluation results page (the globe icon), and publication of evaluation results to the respective participant (the person icon). As can be seen in the exam-ple, Bob has already globally published evaluations runs for all but one participant. Two of Dan's runs are published only to him, and for Sybil's two runs Bob still needs to make a decision.
The published runs appear on a public evaluation results page that can be found on TIRA alongside each shared task. Figure 9b shows the performance values of the evaluations that Bob decided to publish for his shared task. While he proceeds to announce the results to participants as well as to the scientific community, this is not necessarily the end of the story.
Shared tasks are organized for a reason, and that reason is not to host an individual run-once competition, but to foster research around a problem of interest. While shared tasks are sometimes organized repeatedly, at some point, they are discontinued, whereas later on there are still researchers who want to compare their approach to those of the task's participants. Based on TIRA, this will be easily possible long after a shared task is over, since all the evaluation resources required to run an evaluation are hosted and kept in running state. Moreover, if new evaluation corpora appear, all previously developed approaches can be re-evaluated on the new corpora, since they are also kept in running state inside their virtual machines. This way, TIRA paves the way for ongoing, "asynchronous" evaluations around a shared task while ensuring that everyone is evaluated using the exact same environment. That is, of course, as long as TIRA prevails.
In what follows, we report on the results of three shared tasks which have been organized using TIRA, and for which a total of 57 softwares have been submitted this year. The tasks are plagiarism detection, author identification, and author profiling.
Plagiarism Detection
This section summarizes the evaluation of 17 plagiarism detectors that have been submitted to our corresponding shared tasks. A complete version of our report can be found in [45] , where a more in-depth analysis of the obtained results as well as a survey of detection approaches is given. We evaluate different aspects of plagiarism and text reuse detectors within the two tasks source retrieval and text alignment. Both have been identified as integral parts of plagiarism detection [61] . Since we have organized plagiarism detection-related tasks for six years in a row, we observe a recurrent multi-year life cycle, which can be divided into three phases, namely an innovation phase, a consolidation phase, and a production phase. In the innovation phase, new evaluation resources are being developed; in the consolidation phase, based on the feedback and results obtained from the innovation phase, the new evaluation resources are developed to maturity; and in the production phase, the task is repeated with little changes to allow participants to build upon what has been accomplished, and, to make the most of the prior investment in developing the new evaluation resources. Meanwhile, new ideas are being developed to introduce further innovation. Both, the source retrieval task and the text alignment task are now in production. In what follows, we briefly overview related work as well as the evaluation setup and the results obtained for both tasks.
Related Work
In recent years, the evaluation of plagiarism and text reuse detectors has been studied in the context of the PAN evaluation labs that have been organized annually since 2009. For the purpose of these labs, we developed the first standardized evaluation framework which comprises a series of corpora of (semi-)automatically generated plagiarism as well as detection performance measures [49] . 3 During the first three labs, a total of 43 plagiarism detectors have been evaluated using this framework [50, 41, 42] . The two recent editions refocused on specific sub-problems of plagiarism detection, namely source retrieval and text alignment. This also included the development of new corpora for these problems. Instead of again applying a semiautomatic approach to corpus construction, a large corpus of manually generated plagiarism has been crowdsourced in order to increase the level of realism [12] . This corpus comprises 297 essays of about 5000 words length, written by professional writers. In this regard the writers were given a set of topics to choose from along with two more technical rules: (1) to use the Chat-Noir search engine [46] to research their topic of choice, and (2) to reuse text passages from retrieved web pages in order to compose their essay. The resulting essays represent the to-date largest corpus of realistic text reuse cases available, and they have been employed to evaluate another 33 plagiarism detectors in the past three labs [43, 44, 45] . Besides the mentioned corpora, there are two other ones that comprise text reuse, namely the Meter corpus [8] and the Clough09 corpus [9] . The former contains 445 cases of text reuse among 1716 news articles, whereas the latter contains 57 short cases of manually generated plagiarism. To the best of our knowledge, these corpora have not yet been used in a large-scale evaluation of text reuse or plagiarism detectors.
Source Retrieval
In source retrieval, given a suspicious document and a web search engine, the task is to retrieve all source documents from which text has been reused whilst minimizing retrieval costs. The cost-effectiveness of plagiarism detectors in this task is important since using existing search engines is perhaps the only feasible way for researchers as well as small and medium-sized businesses to implement plagiarism detection against the web, whereas search companies charge considerable fees for automatic usage. To study this task, we employ a controlled, static web environment, which consists of a large web crawl and search engines indexing it. Using this setup, we built a large corpus of manually generated text reuse in the form of essays, which serve as suspicious documents and which are fed into a plagiarism detector. The detection results returned are evaluated using tailored performance measures derived from precision and recall as well as cost-effectiveness statistics. Before discussing the actual performances obtained, we describe each of these resources in some detail.
Evaluation Setup For the evaluation of source retrieval from the web, we consider the real-world scenario of an author who uses a web search engine to retrieve documents in order to reuse text from them. A plagiarism detector typically uses a search engine, too, to find reused sources of a given document. Over the past years, we assembled the necessary building blocks to allow for a meaningful evaluation of source retrieval algorithms. The setup was described in much more detail in last year's task overview [44] .
The main components are two associated search engines for the ClueWeb corpus 2009 (ClueWeb09). 4 This corpus represents one of the most widely adopted web crawls and it is regularly used for large-scale web search-related evaluations. It consists of about one billion web pages, half of which are English ones. Indri 5 and ChatNoir [46] are currently the only publicly available search engines that index the ClueWeb09 corpus.
For developer convenience, we also provide a proxy server which unifies the APIs of the search engines. At the same time, the proxy server logs all accesses to the search engines for later analysis.
Evaluation Corpus The evaluation corpus employed for source retrieval is based on the Webis text reuse corpus 2012 (Webis-TRC-2012) [48, 47] . The corpus consists of 297 documents that have been written by 27 writers who worked with our setup: given a topic, a writer used ChatNoir to search for source material on that topic while preparing a document of 5700 words length on average, reusing text from the found sources. In the last years, we sampled 98 documents from the Webis-TRC-2012 as training and test documents. This year, these documents were provided for training, and another 99 documents were sampled as test documents. The remainder of the corpus will be used within future instances of this task. Table 1 shows the performances of the six plagiarism detectors that implemented source retrieval. Their cost-effectiveness is measured as average workload per suspicious document, and as average numbers of queries and downloads until the first true positive detection has been made. These statistics reveal if a source retrieval algorithm finds sources quickly, thus reducing its usage costs. Moreover, we measure precision and recall of downloaded documents with regard to the true source documents and compute F 1 . For lack of a formula to organize retrieval performance and cost-effectiveness into an absolute order, the detectors are ordered alphabetically, whereas the best performance value for each metric is highlighted. None of the detectors dominates the others in terms of all of the employed measures, whereas three detectors share the top scores among them. The detector of Williams et al. [68] achieves the best trade-off between precision and recall in terms of F 1 as well , however, performs worst in terms of total querying workload, since it requires 117 queries on average. Posing a query to a search engine may entail significant costs, whereas downloading a document is considered much less costly. By comparison, the detector of Zubarev and Sochenkov [70] achieves a similarly good trade-off between precision and recall with much less querying costs and comparable downloading costs. This detector also competes in terms of workload until first true positive detection with less than 6 queries and about 2 downloads on average.
Evaluation Results

Text Alignment
In text alignment, given a pair of documents, the task is to identify all contiguous passages of reused text between them. This task has a long tradition at PAN, yet, every year new ideas emerge at solving this task. Since this task is in its production phase, we have made little changes compared to last year in order to allow participants to optimize against the existing evaluation resources.
Evaluation Corpus
As an evaluation corpus we reused both the training and test data from last year [44] . Reusing existing evaluation resources bears the risk that participants may overfit their approaches against them, thereby diminishing the generalizability of their respective approaches. This is why we opted not to tell participants the fact that we reuse last years training and test data, and, we generated a small supplemental evaluation corpus to which participants had no prior access. The supplemental evaluation corpus has been constructed in the same way as last years test corpus to allow for comparability of results. However, only a subset of last year's strategies to obfuscate the reused text passages of a plagiarism cases have been employed. Therefore, last years test data serve as reference for evaluation. Last years corpus consists of 5185 pairs of documents, which contain reused passages of text of varying lengths and obfuscation, such as paraphrasing, random text modification, cyclic translation, and summarization.
Moreover, there is verbatim reuse to simulate naive plagiarist behavior. The supplemental test corpus contains 4800 pairs of documents with a limited set of obfuscations, namely verbatim copies and random text modifications.
Evaluation Results Table 2 shows the overall performance of eleven plagiarism detectors that implemented text alignment. The detailed performances of each detector with regard to different kinds of obfuscation can be found in [45] . Performances are measured using precision and recall at character level as well as granularity (i.e., how often the same plagiarism case is detected). Based on these values we compute the PlagDet score by dividing F 1 by the granularity's logarithm. The detectors are ranked by PlagDet.
The best performing detector is that of Sanchez-Perez et al. [54] ; a new contender in this task, closely followed by the detectors of Oberreuter and Eiselt [36] and Palkovsii and Belov [37] . The latter have also been evaluated in previous years, whereas the detector of Palkovskii and Belov [37] has significantly improved. Over the years, it can be observed that the differences in performance between detectors are getting smaller and smaller, which may indicate that improving the algorithms that solve this task becomes more difficult.
Author Identification
This section summarizes the evaluation of 13 author identifiers that have been submitted to our corresponding shared task. A complete version of our report can be found in [59] , where a more in-depth analysis of the obtained results as well as a survey of detection approaches is given. Author identification is the most prevalent field of authorship analysis in terms of published studies [21, 58] . The problem variant "authorship attribution" can be viewed as a closed-set classification task where all possible candidate authors (the classes) are known. This is typical for forensic applications, where, based on certain restrictions such as access to specific material or knowledge of specific facts, the investigators of a case can provide a set of suspects. A more general definition of the authorship attribution problem leads to an open-set classification task, where the true author of a disputed text is not necessarily among the set of candidate authors. Compared to the closed-set attribution scenario, this setting is much more difficult, especially if the size of the candidate author set is small [24] . Finally, if the set of candidate authors is singleton, we get the author verification problem, which is a fundamental problem in authorship attribution since any problem setting can be decomposed into a series of verification problems [26] .
Related Work
Previous work on author verification has been evaluated using sample texts in one language only (Greek [60] , Dutch [17, 30] , English [25, 26] ) and a specific genre (newspaper articles [60] , student essays [30] , fiction [25] , newswire stories [19] , poems [19] , blogs [26] ). Author verification was also included in previous editions of PAN: the author identification task at PAN-2011 included three author verification problems [1] , PAN-2013 focused on author verification and provided corpora in English, Greek, and Spanish [22] . However, the size of the corpora was small and covered only one genre per language.
A variety of performance measures have been used in previous work on this task including false acceptance and false rejection rates [60, 17] , accuracy [25, 26] , recall, precision, F 1 [30] , balanced error rate [19] , recall-precision graphs [26] macro-average precision and recall [1] , and ROC graphs [22] . Unfortunately, these measures are not able to explicitly estimate the ability of an approach to leave problems unanswered-a fact which is crucial in a cost-sensitive task like this.
The author identification task at PAN-2013 successfully introduced software submissions, this way enabling reproducibility of the results and future evaluation on different corpora. A meta-model combining all the submitted methods achieved the best overall performance, showing the potential of heterogeneous models in this task [22] .
Evaluation Setup
Similar to PAN-2013 [22] , PAN-2014 focuses on author verification. Given both a set of known documents written by the same author and a single questioned document, the task is to determine whether or not the questioned document was written by the author of the other documents. Each verification problem has been carefully configured to ensure that all known and the questioned documents are matched for genre, register, theme, and the date of writing. The number of known documents has been limited to be at most five, while a variety of languages and genres is covered. The document lengths vary from a few hundred to a few thousand words, depending on the genre.
The participants were asked to submit a software that takes the document language and genre as input parameters. For each verification problem they had to provide a score from the interval [0,1], corresponding to the probability of a positive answer (i.e., the known and the questioned documents are by the same author). To label a verification problem as unanswered, a probability score of 0.5 could be assigned.
Evaluation Corpus
The PAN-2014 corpus comprises author verification problems in the four languages Dutch, English, Greek, and Spanish. For Dutch and English there are two genres in separate parts of the corpus. Beyond language and genre there is a variety of known texts per problem and text length. The training and evaluation sets are balanced in the number of positive and negative examples. The corpus size is significantly larger than the corresponding corpus of PAN-2013.
The Dutch corpus part is a transformed version of the CLiPS Stylometry Investigation (CSI) corpus [64] . This recently released corpus contains documents of the two genres essay and review. All documents are written by language students, native Dutch speakers, at the University of Antwerp between 2012 and 2014.
The English essays are derived from a corpus of English-as-second-language students, the Uppsala Student English (USE) corpus [3] , which was originally intended to become a tool for research on foreign language learning. It consists of university-level full-time students' essays. Taking advantage of the USE corpus meta-information, we defined two main constraints: (1) each document in the collection, known or questioned, must contain at least 500 words, and, (2) the number of known documents in a case must range between one and five. We took also advantage of meta information to define casegeneration rules that deal with matching terms and student age. The outlined measures allowed us for creating cases where the authors share a similar background. Finally, a source USE document could be considered at most twice: once in a positive case and once in a negative case.
The set of English novels are our attempt to provide a narrower focus in terms of both content and writing style than existing collections. Instead of simply focusing on a single genre or time period, the texts focus on a very small subgenre of speculative and horror fiction, known as the "Cthulhu Mythos." It is based on the writings of the American H. P. Lovecraft ("Lovecraftian horror"), a shared universe with a theme of human ineffectiveness when facing powerful "cosmic horrors." It is characterized by extremely florid prose and an unusual vocabulary. Perhaps most significantly, many of the elements of this genre are unusual terms, thus creating a shared element that is unusual in normal English prose. Similarly, the overall theme and tone of these stories is strongly negative. The documents cover an extended length of time, from Lovecraft's original work to modern fan-fiction. The documents were collected from a variety of on-line sources including the Project Gutenberg 6 and FanFiction. 7 The Greek part of the corpus comprises newspaper opinion articles published in the Greek weekly newspaper TO BHMA between 1996 and 2012. 8 The length of each article is at least 1,000 words, while the number of known texts per problem varies between one and five. For each verification problem, we ensured strong thematic similarity, indicated by the occurrence of certain keywords. In contrast to PAN-2013, there was no stylistic analysis of the texts to identify authors with similar styles or texts of the same author. The Spanish part of the corpus refers to the same genre and is built from opinion articles of the Spanish newspaper El-Pais. 9 Again, the formed author verification problems ensure thematic similarities between the articles.
Performance Measures
The probability scores provided by the participants are used to built ROC curves, whereas the area under curve, AUC, is used as a scalar evaluation measure [10] . In addition, the performance measures for this task are able to account for unanswered problems: if there is much uncertainty about a decision, it is possible to leave the problem unanswered. We adopted the c@1 measure, originally proposed for question answering tasks, which extends the accuracy based on the number of unanswered problems [38] . The measure rewards participants who maintain a large number of correct answers of high confidence. To rank the participants, a final score is defined as the product of AUC and c@1. In addition, the efficiency of the submitted methods is measured in terms of the elapsed runtime. 
Evaluation Results
We received 13 submissions of research teams from Australia, Canada (2), France, Germany (2), India, Iran, Ireland, Mexico (2), United Arab Emirates, and United Kingdom. The participants submitted and evaluated their author verification software within the TIRA framework [13] . A separate run for each corpus part (combination of language and genre) was performed. As a challenging baseline for the submitted approaches a language-independent author verification method from PAN-2013 [20] was employed: the winner of the competition in terms of AUC; note that the respective approach has not been trained on the PAN-2014 corpus. Moreover, following the practice of PAN-2013 [22] , we examined the performance of a meta-model that averages the answers of all submitted systems.
The evaluation results in terms of the final score (AUC · c@1), the baseline method, and the meta-classifier are shown in Table 3 . The overall (micro-averaged) performances along with the total runtime are also given. In terms of the average performance of all submitted approaches, the Dutch essays are the easiest problems, while the Dutch reviews are the hardest. The latter can be partially explained by the fact that only one known document per problem is used and the review texts are very short. Note that there is a different winner for each corpus part, with the exception of the overall winner approach by Khonji and Iraqi, who won on both the Greek and Spanish corpus subsets. In general, the majority of the submitted methods outperformed the baseline, while the performance of the meta-classifier is significantly better than any individual method.
Similar to PAN-2013, the overall winner was a modification of the Impostors method [26] . The performance of this approach was notably stable on all six corpus subsets. This demonstrates the potential of extrinsic verification methods, which transform author verification from a one-class classification task towards a binary classification task, using additional texts from other authors as negative examples. In addition, the significantly larger training set allowed participants to explore, for the first time, the use of eager learning methods. Such an approach, followed by the second overall winner, can be effective as well as efficient.
Author Profiling
This section summarizes the evaluation of 10 author profilers that have been submitted to our corresponding shared task. A complete version of our report can be found in [52] , where a more in-depth analysis of the obtained results as well as a survey of detection approaches is given. Author profiling tries to determine an author's gender, age, native language, personality type, etc. solely by analyzing an author's texts.
Related Work
The study of how certain linguistic features vary according to the profile of their authors is a subject of interest for several different areas such as psychology, linguistics and, more recently, computational linguistics. Pennebaker et al. [40] connected language use with personality traits, studying how the variation of linguistic characteristics in a text can provide information regarding gender and age of its author. Argamon et al. [2] analyzed formal written texts extracted from the British National Corpus, combining function words with part-of-speech features, and achieved approximately 80% accuracy in gender prediction. Other research investigated how to obtain age and gender information from formal texts [18, 5] . With the rise of the social media, Koppel et al. [23] built a dataset of blog posts and studied the problem of automatically determining an author's gender based on proposing combinations of simple lexical and syntactic features, also achieving approximately 80% accuracy. Schler et al. [55] collected more than 71 000 blog posts and used a set of stylistic features such as non-dictionary words, parts-of-speech, function words and hyperlinks, combined with content features, such as word unigrams with the highest information gain. They also obtained an accuracy of about 80% for gender identification, and about 75% for age identification. Goswami et al. [16] added some new features to Schler's work, such as slang words and the average length of sentences, improving accuracy to 80.3% in age group detection and to 89.2% in gender detection. Peersman et al. [39] compiled a dataset for the purpose of gender and age prediction from Netlog. 10 Studying short texts, Zhang and Zhang [69] experimented with segments of blog posts and obtained 72.1% accuracy for gender prediction. Similarly, Nguyen et al. [34] studied the use of language and age among Dutch Twitter users. They modeled age as a continuous variable (as they had previously done in [35] ), and used a prediction approach based on logistic regression. They also measured the effect of gender in the performance of age detection, considering both variables as interdependent, and achieved correlations of up to 0.74 and mean absolute errors between 4.1 and 6.8 years. Our lab was the first to offer author profiling as a shared task. At PAN 2013 [53] we aimed at identifying age and gender from a large corpus collected from social media. Most of the participants used combinations of style-based features such as frequency of punctuation marks, capital letters, quotations, and so on, together Table 4 . Joint identification results in terms of accuracy for Author Profiling.
Team
Overall with POS tags and content-based features such as Latent Semantic Analysis, bag-ofwords, tf ·idf , dictionary-based words, topic-based words, and so on. Notably, the winner of the PAN 2013 task [29] used second order representations based on relationships between documents and profiles, whereas another well-performing approach is the use of collocations of the winner of the English task [33] .
Evaluation Corpora
In the Author Profiling task at PAN 2013 [53] participants approached the task of identifying age and gender in a large corpus collected from social media. At PAN 2014, we continue to study the gender and age aspects of the author profiling problem, however, four data sets of different genres were considered-social media, blogs, Twitter, and hotel reviews-both in English and Spanish. We annotated age with the following classes: 18-24; 25-34; 35-49; 50-64; and 65+. The social media data set was built by sampling parts of the PAN 2013 evaluation corpus. We selected only authors with an average number of words greater than 100 in their posts. We also reviewed manually the data in order to remove authors who appear to be fake profiles such as bots. The blogs and Twitter data sets were manually collected and annotated by three annotators. The Twitter data set was built in collaboration with RepLab, 11 where the main goal of author profiling in the context of reputation management on Twitter is to decide how influential a given user is in a domain of interest. For each blog, we provided up to 25 posts and for each twitter profile, we provided up to 1000 tweets. The hotel review data set is derived from another corpus that was originally used for aspect-level rating prediction [66] . 12 The original corpus was crawled from the hotel review site TripAdvisor 13 and manually checked for quality and compliance with the format requirements of PAN 2014.
Evaluation Results
In Table 4 joint identification accuracies for both gender and age prediction are shown per data set and averaged over all data sets, which also serves as ranking criterion. The approach of López-Monroy et al. [28] performs best overall. Moreover, it can be seen that (1) the highest joint accuracies were achieved on Twitter data, and, (2) the smallest joint accuracies were achieved in English social media and hotel reviews. It is an open question why these differences can be observed, whereas possible explanations may be that people express themselves more spontaneously on Twitter compared to the other genres, whereas the low scores are due to the approaches' difficulty of predicting gender in social media and age in hotel reviews.
In summary, simple content features, such as bag-of-words or word n-grams achieve best accuracies. Bag-of-words features are used by Liau and Vrizlynn [27] , word ngrams are used by Maharjan et al. [31] , and term vector models are used by Villena-Román and González-Cristóbal [65] . They achieved competitive performances on almost all data sets. Notably, Weren et al. 
Conclusion and Outlook
In conclusion, the creation of the TIRA evaluation platform has fundamentally changed the way we organize shared tasks at PAN. While our initial goal was to improve the reproducibility of our shared tasks, the technology that was developed as a result of this endeavor is applicable for more than just software submissions. For example, an initial analysis of the access logs that we recorded allows for a heretofore unknown, exciting insight into the research in progress of participants of a shared tasks. Specific usage patterns can be discerned in real-time which allow organizers of a shared task to engage with participants who exert usage patterns related to software execution errors. Moreover, the overall participation in a shared task can be monitored as it happens, whereas today, most organizers will only learn if their task was successful right after the run submission deadline, when it becomes clear how many of the registered participants actually submit a run.
Besides the exciting opportunities that arise from TIRA, all of these benefits are now readily available to PAN's three tasks plagiarism detection, author identification, and author profiling. For these tasks, we have already assembled an archive of more than 100 virtual machines on which the state of the art approaches are deployed in a manner that makes them immediately executable. It is still unforeseeable how this will impact future research in these tasks.
